We present a microfluidic system, seamlessly integrating microflow and microbatch synthesis with a HPLC/nano-ESI-MS functionality on a single glass chip. The microfluidic approach allows to efficiently steer and dispense sample streams down to the nanoliter-range for studying reactions in quasi real-time. In a proof-of-concept study, the system was applied to explore amino-catalyzed reactions, including asymmetric iminium-catalyzed Friedel–Crafts alkylations in microflow and micro confined reaction vessels.

Continuous flow chemistry has emerged as a powerful alternative to common batch synthesis to facilitate transformations, which are difficult to conduct with conventional equipment. Microflow technology benefits from superior control over process parameters and even opens up entirely new routes and strategies for chemical synthesis and process optimization. While coil-, tube- or capillary-based reactors are already well established, chip-based devices offer unsurpassed potential for seamless system integration of various functionalities on a single device. Here, especially the combination of chemical transformations and on-the-fly or downstream analytical characterization offers unique insights into chemical processes. The latter can be realized rather simply by applying micro-spectroscopic techniques such as fluorescence or Raman microscopy or by coupling microfluidic chips to mass spectrometry. However, the selective analytical characterization can be quite challenging in the context of stereoselective conversions. We previously reported on the integration of microflow reactions and chip electrophoresis, which allowed to analyze enantio-selective transformations. Chip electrophoresis is technically straightforward but has rather limited applications in organic synthesis. The current state of the art to analyze transformations in continuous micro-flow is using traditional macroscopic HPLC instruments as in classical laboratories. Although there is progress in chip-based high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC), the combination of flow synthesis and high-pressure liquid chromatography on a single device is an unsolved challenge. Since the chip-integration of moving parts, like high-pressure valves, is a major obstacle, the interconnection of a low-pressure continuous flow channel with a HPLC column working at high pressure poses a challenge. This can be overcome if the flows are steered hydraulically with valves and flow restrictors in the outer chip periphery. This concept was applied for on-chip low pressure sample injection and more recently also for the connection of an external flow reactor via transfer capillaries to a 2D HPLC chip. A true integration of micro- or nano-reactors and a HPLC column on the same device is very attractive as it would allow to monitor chemical processes at smallest dimensions in real-time. Such integrated synthesis
and analysis devices are foreseen as enabling technology for future chemical synthesis.54

Herein, we present the first example for such a seamless integration of a micro reactor and a packed HPLC column on a single device, which is furthermore hyphenated to mass spectrometry (MS). This is achieved with a tailor-made glass device interconnecting reaction channel and chromatography column in a dead-volume free manner, as schematically shown in Fig. 1. We developed a fluid flow steering method, which enables to dispense nano-liter sized portions of continuous flow as well as micro-batch reactors onto an adjacent HPLC-column.

A photograph of the chip together with microscopic images of key elements such as the transfer cross, the reactor inlet, the sealed column and the electrospray ionization (ESI)-emitter are displayed in Fig. 2. The microchannel layout comprises a 500 nl meandering flow reactor structure connected to a 35 mm packed-bed chromatographic column via a microfluidic cross junction.

The chromatographic column was generated via common slurry packing through a packing channel, which is sealed thereafter with a photopolymer as described earlier, see Fig. 2(C). This column manufacturing process50 allows for the integration of any commercially available HPLC phase material including chiral stationary phases for enantio-selective separations. The similarity to common HPLC-technology greatly facilitates a straightforward method transfer to or from experiments at laboratory scale. At the end of the separation channel a monolithic nanospray emitter for online ESI-MS coupling is implemented. A key functional element of our device is the microfluidic intersection, where the reactor outlet and the column head join, as it enables the crucial sample transfer of the reaction mixture to the HPLC-column. For this purpose, the pressure stable glass chip is connected to peripherals such as pumps and valves via home-made steel connection clamps allowing for low dispersion fluidic interfacing at up to 350 bar.55 This allows for a controlled steering of the different microflows in an automated way. A detailed technical description of the set-up is provided in the ESI† (see Fig. SI-1 and SI-2).

A representative result for the successful on-chip combination of a micro flow reactor and a HPLC separation is shown in Fig. 3. In brief, two reagent streams A and B are merged on-chip and traverse the meandering flow reactor channel. Mixing of the reagents was evaluated with the aid of model dyes and fluorescence microscopy, which proofed mixing within the first 70 nl (see Fig. SI-7†). A portion of the reaction mixture bypassing the injection cross is then transferred by a low pressure sample injection scheme51 to the adjacent particulate column. After chromatographic separation of the reaction mixture, detection is performed via nano-ESI-MS.

The chip layout features an optional make-up flow channel, not used in this study, to facilitate mass spec detection with various eluents.52

As a first proof-of-concept, the device was applied to study a catalyzed Knoevenagel condensation of an aldehyde and a 1,3-diketone followed by an intramolecular hetero-Diels-Alder reaction (Scheme 1).56

Fig. 2 Photograph of the microfluidic chip with an emitter tip and a packed chromatographic column (top) with all seven fluidic connection ports. Sheath and outlet ports were not used in this work. Micrographs covering four key areas: (A) the injection cross, (B) the reactor inlet, (C) the intersection of packing channel and column compartment and (D) the grinded tip of the microfluidic chip (middle). The bottom row represents a schematic illustration of the underlying working principle for micro-batch analysis with a simplified chip-layout. Besides the two sample inlets (A and B), further fluidic ports are used for pinch and elution flow (p/e) and waste outlet (w). Arrows indicate the direction of flow for each channel.

Fig. 3 Extracted ion chromatograms for the separation of the reaction mixture (domino reaction) directly after an on-chip continuous flow synthesis (reaction time 5.4 s, reactor volume approx. 500 nl). Column: ProntoSIL C18 5H, particle diameter 5 μm, length 35 mm, mobile phase: 200 μl min⁻¹, MeOH/H₂O (75/25 vol% with 0.1% formic acid), sample pumps: 10 μl min⁻¹, MeOH/H₂O (80/20 vol%), pinch: 10 μl min⁻¹, MeOH/H₂O (50/50 vol% with 0.1% formic acid). 12 bar elution pressure at the injection cross at a linear flow rate of 1.10 mm s⁻¹ over the column. Reactant inlet A: 1 (0.1 mol l⁻¹), reactant inlet B: 2 (0.12 mol l⁻¹), 5 mol% (in relation to 2) EDDA each in MeOH/H₂O (80/20 vol%).
For realizing this continuous flow domino reaction, a solution of citronellal 1 (0.1 mol l$^{-1}$ in 80/20 vol% MeOH/H$_2$O) as well as a mixture of Meldrum’s acid 2 (0.12 mol l$^{-1}$ in 80/20 vol% MeOH/H$_2$O) with EDDA (10 mol% with respect to 2) as catalyst were introduced in the reactor unit at a flow rate of 10 $\mu$l min$^{-1}$. The flow reactor was then probed with the integrated HPLC column with subsequent MS detection as described above. A representative result for a residence time of 5.4 seconds in the flow reactor is shown in Fig. 3 in terms of a MS chromatogram. Although the sample concentration was rather high, baseline separation of all components was achieved. The excellent chromatographic performance of the column is also evident from the high plate number 3500 (100 000 plates m$^{-1}$) for the first eluting peak.

After this initial proof of concept, we further applied the approach to optimize reaction conditions on the microscale. As an example, we studied the effect of the catalyst loading on the reaction by sequential introduction of sample solutions with different EDDA concentrations. As expected, higher catalyst amounts resulted in increased product formation. The results of these set of experiments are summarised in Fig. SI-5, ESI† Unlike to the more common simple coupling of a flow reactor directly to mass spectrometry the integrated HPLC functionality allows to distinguish between isomeric products with identical mass, which is evident from Fig. SI-5,† where even diastereomeric products (m/z 281.19) are well resolved.

In the above mentioned setup the residence time in the microreactor is determined by the applied sample pump flow rates. At very low flow rates it proved difficult to reliably generate narrow sample plugs on the column head. At such slow reactor flows peak broadening was observed, which can be explained by diffusion or migration of sample components on the column. Due to the limitations of the current flow steering process based on earlier work, we further developed the approach by effectively separating reactant fluid flow manipulations and the injection process to enable microbatch operation with stopped flow. For this purpose we redesigned and upgraded the outer chip periphery by the addition of pumps, valves and interconnecting tubing. A schematic drawing of the setup and simplified sketches of the working principle are shown in Fig. 4.

By directed valve switching, this set-up enables to trap the reaction mixture inside the integrated 500 nl sized reactor channel in a way, that it is not in direct contact with the column head. By switching to injection mode, portions of the reaction mixture can be transferred onto the separation column on demand (see Fig. 4 bottom). In detail, after conditioning the column and reverse flushing the reactor (1), the sample streams are directed to the reactor compartment (2), where they are trapped hydrodynamically by sealing off the inlet ports (3). After the desired reaction time, portions of the reactor effluent can be infused to the column head (4) by pulsed valve switching. The injected amount is eluted over the column while the confined residual reactor content remains unaffected (5). Steps (4) and (5) may be repeated for multiple sequential sampling from the reactor (see Fig. 5). After the experiments, the column and the reactor are put back in conditioning mode (6) and all sample carrying parts are flushed in reverse to prevent cross contamination. Detailed technical information on this enhanced valving procedure is provided in the ESI† (see Fig. SI-8).

This novel set-up now allowed to study much slower reactions and was exemplarily applied to analyze an enantioselective iminium-catalyzed Friedel–Crafts alkylation of methyl pyrrole 4 and cinnamaldehyde 5 with two different chiral imidazolidinone-based catalysts 6 and 8 (see Scheme SI-1†). For this purpose, the two sample streams (inlet A: pyrrole 4, inlet B: aldehyde 5 with catalyst 6) were introduced into
The improved application range of this approach is evident from Fig. 5. While the product was not detectable applying the previous continuous flow conditions, a significant amount of the desired product can be analyzed after trapping the reaction mixture for 6.7 minutes.

As evident from Fig. 6, it is even possible to differentiate the enantiomers in the reaction solution since we equipped the device with a chiral stationary phase (Chiralpak IA-5, 5 µm diameter Chiral Technologies Europe, Daicel Corp., Osaka, Japan). A further improvement of the currently rather low chromatographic enantiomer resolution of 0.8 should be straightforward by using an adapted channel layout with an increased column length and smaller diameter phase material. In a set of semi-automated experiments (valve switching pattern see Table SI-5†), we applied the stop-flow approach to kinetic investigations of the alkylation product formation, utilizing two different catalysts at 20 mol% (with respect to 5) as well as a negative control. The results are shown in Fig. SI-16;† revealing the benefit of catalyst A (6), which is in good agreement with respective control batch experiments. No product formation was observed in the absence of a catalyst after 30 min reaction time. Although the sample concentrations in these reaction-monitoring experiments are typically rather high, we briefly evaluated the sensitivity of the system. Considering a signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio for the main fragment of cinnamaldehyde of about 3000, the detection of even low nano-molar concentrations should be easily reached with this not-optimized set-up.

In conclusion, we have introduced a novel approach for the seamless integration of chemical reactions in micro-flow and micro-batch conditions, HPLC separation and electrospray ionization in one single microfluidic chip. With this approach chemical transformations at the microscale can be followed by LC-MS in quasi real time and great detail.

In future work, eluent compatibility limitations can be overcome by integrating trapping columns and multidimensional separation techniques. Such integrated reaction and analysis devices allow rapid studies of a great variety of chemical transformations like enantioselective catalysis. This novel tool is ideally suited for (automated) investigations of novel reactions, synthesis optimization and catalyst screening at high speed and minimal resource consumption. Thereby,
the setup offers great potential as a “smart” automated system using feedback from on-chip LC-MS to explore and optimize reactions at the microscale for high-throughput screening applications like in drug development or medical diagnostics.

Experimental section

Glass chips (borosilicate BF®33 – dimensions: 45 mm length \times 10 mm width \times 2.2 mm height, semi-circular channels: 130 \mu m or 155 \mu m in width and 45 \mu m in depth) were produced by iX-factory (Dortmund, Germany, now part of micronit) by common photolithography, wet etching, powder-blasting and bonding methods according to our design specifications. The column head and outlet featured a slight narrowing to aid in the column generation process.

In the valve scheme presented in Fig. 4 for continuous flow operation without the possibility of trapping the reaction mixture, valve ‘A’ may be removed and ports 9 and 10 are then connected to the two reactor inlets at the microchip. The high-pressure syringe pumps were connected to the microfluidic circuitry with 1/16" PEEK tubing (all in grey box on the right). The remaining microfluidic setup consisted of 360 \mu m OD PEEK capillary tubing (fitting for 1/16" PEEK frit) and adapters to fit 360 \mu m ID, inline filters (2 \mu m SST frit) and adapters to fit 360 \mu m diameters. Further detailed experimental information is given in the ESI.
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